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Introduction

The final booster in the injector chain for the Superconducting Super Collider is a

machine approximately twice the size of the Tevatron. Its design includes approximately

450, 15+ m superconducting dipoles. The original designs specified dipoles with a 7 r-m

coil-winding diameter and an inner horizontal beam-pipe aperture of 55 mm. This dipole

design was chosen in order to provide an adequately large good-field aperture for both the

beam _njection process and for the slow-extraction of high-energy test beams. With the

recent decision to increase the Collider dipole coil-wlnding diameter to 5 cre, the question

of the needed HEB aperture was raised. An argument for dipole commonality between the

HEB and Collider was developed, and a preliminary examination of a 5 cm HEB dipole

was undertaken. This paper reports the results of a detailed study of the injection dynamic

aperture for magnet errors corresponding to both a 5 cm and a 7 cm dipole. Also studied

and reported are preliminary results of the resonant-extraction process for the two magnet

designs in question. These studies are in the form of multiparticle computer simulations.

The results of the studies indicate that the 7 cm dipole design is consistent with the desired

performance requirements for the HEB, while the 5 cm dipole design is marginal. We have

not, studied intermediate aperture values.

Lattice Description

The High Energy Booster lattice is designed to operate from 200 GeV to 2 TeV. The

design was primarily deterlnined by the rna_inum energy, the need to operate in a bipolar

manner, the desire to eject beams for transfer into both Collider rings from one str_fight

section, a geometry compatible with easy injection from the Medium Energy Booster, _md

the expected need to have a clean, resonant extraction system to produce slow-spill test

beaIllS.

The overall design consists ,_f two, nearly circ_flar arcs connected by long-stra.ight

sections. The HEB geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The west long-straight section c_mta.ins

the ejection channels for the transfers into the collider and the extraction channel for test

beams. The east straight section contains the electrostatic septa needed fl:_r the resonant-

extraction system. '['he arcs are nearly circul;,,r and each contain two shorter st,ra_ght

sections. These straight sections are used for the beam injection from the MEB and fl)r
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the beam aborts. La.trice functions fl_r one-half of the llF13 arc plotted ill Fig. 2.

The arcs are made up of normal FODO cells with two dispersion-suppressing cells on

o p
either end. The ceils have a phase advance of 90 and a half length of 38.875 m. Each

HEB
half cell contmns two, 15.17 m, ,Fs 8,,,_

13e_,m Durr_
Otlrr_

6.40 T dipoles (at 2 TeV) sep- _,,_

arated by 0.65 m, one, 1.20 m,

200 T/m quadrupole; and a

5.185 m correction spool slot @-_ E,0_,o_,.,ucS,p,,m
 (gg) /

length. These cells have a pack- 0u_
.EB

ing factor of 77.2% and lattice

functions of/3max = 131.8 m and (6-_-g_)---"
l..ambertson /

r/max = 3.05 m. The dipoles _-4-c_4-_

in the cells are sorted on ran-
Beam

dora b.. multipole errors and the 0_

correction elements consist of a

trim dipole, a tune-adjusting
ME_

quadrupole, and a chromati ci ty-

correcting sextupole next to the

,'til quadrupole. The straight r°, LE8Beam LINAC

Fitgure 1 - Schematic plan view of the injector complex,

sections have been designed to emphasizing the functions of the six ItEB straight sections.

Mlow extraction of the beam in Also shown are t,he approximate locations of special purpose
quadrupoles and octupoles in cells 1, 38, 49, & 86, used

each direction for transfer for resonant extraction.

" and to allow resonant extraction in one direction for test beams.to the Colhd._r,

The test beams will be produced using half-lnteger extraction with the beam crossing

an electrostatic septum on one side of the ring and then going into the extractio, channel

in the opposite straight section. The extraction will take place in the hor',zontal plane. In

(,rder to minimize the excursions of the extracted beam in the arc rna,gnets, the horizontal

beta value in the two extraction straight sections is much larger than that of the rest of the

machi;,e. This large beta ra ti,:) allows the extracted beam to occupy the same region of the

dipole aperture as that required at low energy for the injected bean_. Thus, the extraction



process should not increase the required good-field aperture. In addition, tt_c str_fight-

section _,ptics can be tuned to different high-beta values at the resonant-extraction devices.

A different beta value, consistent with the dipole aperture, is used while considering the

extraction efficiency for the two different dipole cases under study. For the 7 cm dipole
,

case, the extraction straight section was designed with/3 H = 305 rn. Tiffs value is related

to the design of the slow extraction system, at Fermilab. For the 5 cm dipole study, the

beta value was increased to 500 m. This choice approximately scales the extracted-beam

aperture in the arcs with the good-field region of the dipoles in consideration. The beta

values in the straight sections and the dipole multipole error fields are the only differences

in the lattices for the two studies.

I_igure 2 --- Lattice functions and schematic magnet layout for one-half of the IIEB ring.



The HEB (lipoic good-field aperture must satis[y three different requirements for C,ol-

lid.or injection and test-beam extraction:

• The dynamic aperture at injection must be large enough to i1"_sure that the emittance

of the beam transferred into the Collider does not increase during the injection

process;

• It must be large enough so that the beam required for test-beam operation does not

get lost during injection; and,

• It must be adequate at maximum energy to allow the beam to circulate for several

hundred turns at large amplitudes in the arcs and at a larger amplitude for the half

turn immediately preceeding extraction.

For this lattice, various beam amplitudes are given below:

1. Ten sigma injection beam size 10v@-e = 7.03 nam.

2. Test beam 95% beam size at injection X/6#]ctest + [rlb]2 = 3.97 mm.

3. Test beam amplitude in arcs prior to reaching the septum

5 cm dipole - 13 mm,

7 cm dipole - 17 mm.

4. Test beam 1/2 turn extraction amplitude

5 cm dipole- 20 mm,

7 cm dipole- 26 mm.

where the maximum amplitude in the arc is given by

Z(max in arc) __ Xsept -}- Aal (_cell_1/2-COS 0 ,t_sept/



and where we use a septum offset of a_sept _ 16 mm an(t a kick oi Am =: 10 rnm, in

order to obtmn a linear extraction efficiency of 98%. The pha.se angle at the septum is

approximately 45 o.

Nonlinear Error Description

SSC dipole errors have been studied in depth by Fisk, et al. [1] Their findings, pre-

sented in the preliminary report of the magnetic errors working group, serve a_: the basic

reference for this section. The Fisk study considered four magnet designs, three of which

were cos 0-type collared magnets, with and without cold iron, and in either a two-in-one

or a one-in-one configuration. The fourth design was a superferric magnet in a one-in-

one configuration. Final estimates of the multipole strengths were based on a mixture of

"experience and ... the calculated effects due to estimated placement errors and persistent

currents in superconducting coils. ''[1] The dipole error multipole coefficients used in simu.-

lating the dynamic aperture as well as the extraction process are given in Table I and were

obtained by scaling the values for the 4 cm aperture Collider dipoles given in SSC - SR

-1038, p. 84, [2] according to the laws given in 5;SC - 7. We enunciate these laws below.

Exceptions to this scheme are also noted, along with explanatory remarks. For ease of

reference, we first exhibit the definition of b= and art used in Ref. [1], and in this report:

B v -i- i B= -- B, X (b,_ + i a,_) ('_ + i Y ) n,n---.O T°

where the above symbols have their usual significance, and r,_ is a reference radius.

., The persistent current component of the systematic multipole coeft:icients scales in-

versely with the the energy.

• Let re[4] denote the effective coil radius for a 4 cm apertme dipole, and, similarly,

re[5], and re[7] for the 5 cm an,t 7 cm aperture dipoles. The respectiw_ va.lues are

3.0 cre, 3.5 cm, and 4.5 cre. also, let cy(b,_)[4] denote the rms variation of b,_ for the

4 crn aperture dipole, and so on.
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Table I: Multipole C__efltclents for It1_,I: l)ipoles Ix 10....._ (:i_l

Multipole Systematic Errors Random Errors
Type Geometric Persistent Current

200 GeV ] 2 TeV
Normal Multlp,,les

,, .

Aperture 5 cm 7cm 5 cm 7cm 11 5 cm 7 cm o cm I 7 cm

b_ 0.15 0.089 0.56 ] 0.38

b= 0.0 0.0 -1.89 -0.89 -0.189 -0.089 0.34 I 0.18
b3 0.054 0.02 0.18 ] 0.07
br 0.02 0.02 0.092 0.026 0.0092 0.0026 _.0'35 ] 0.11
b5 0.016 0.0035 0.043 0.011

b_ 0.0093 0.0016 -0.017 -0.0029 -0.0017 -0.00029 0.073 0.014
b, 0.029 0..0039 0.063 0.0096
b, 0.009 0.00094 0.027 0.0032

Skew Multipoles

a, 0.15 0.09 1.40 ] 0.95
% C1.06 0.03 0.41 I 0.22
a_ 0.11 0.04 0.41 ] 0.17
at 0.09 0.03 0.10 0 032
a_ 0.086 0,022
ao 0.037 f) 0(}7.
a_ 0.063 0.0/)96

a, 0.027 0.0032

The scaling laws are

Random multipoles--normM: , ez(bn)[5] = ct(br,)[4] k_,,[slj'

Random multipoles-skew: o'(a,n)[5] = o(a:_)[4] [,-,.14!l'_+1/2I 7",,11_1 [

Systematic m,,ltipoles-normal" cr(b,=)[5t - cr(b_)[4] 1._,.[5]

,,+1Systematic multipoles-skew: o-(a,n)[5! ::-::cr(a,_)[4] kT,,[,51

The 7 cm apertllre dipoles scale similarly.

[at
• The va.llles of geometric b=, b4, b_, and ba are given f_r the 7 cm apertllre dip_)les.

Values for the 5 cm dipoles are scale,d down frorTl til(', 7 cTn apcrt.llre case,.



m The value, s of random b: are 1/,1 of tile scaled v_dues, it is _tSSllmed tt_t til(: dipoles

will be sorted to bring al)out this redllction.

• The values of random a_ are 2.5 times larger than tile scaled values to reflect the

experience of magnets manufactured at, HERA. [4]

m The effective values of tile systematic normal mnltipoles are obtained by adding

together the absolute values of the geometric and persistent current contributions,

and assigning the sign of the persistent current contribution to the sum. This reflects

a worst case analysis of the way in which the different comimnents would add up.

• Simulations of the long term dynamic aperture, and of extraction have been per-

formed with values of skew and normal a_ and b_ set to zero. We assume that an

appropriate correction scheme will be used.

HEB Extraction

The extraction process used in the HEB is of half-integer type. [5] Special purpose oc-

tupoles are placed around the ring to excite tile 69 th harmonic of the octupoles, thereby cre-

ating stable and unstable regions in phase space. In addition, special purpose quadrupoles

are placed next to the octupoles. These quadrupoles control the stable phase space area,

and are ramped in order to reduce the stable area to zero during the slow-extraction pro-

cess. The ramp rate determines the time over which the beam is extracted, and is normally

controlled by a feedback system.

• The exact disposition of the extraction quadrllpoles and octupoles is determined by

the need to orient the fixed points of the stable phase space area at the electrostatic

septum on a line at about 45 ° to the x axis. Tiffs brings about a favourable separatio_

of the circulating and extracted beams at the Lambertson located halfway around the

ring. An important constraint is the maximum strength of the octupoles - we assume

a maximlJm field strength of 35 kilogauss-inch at 1 inch for an individual octllpole.

Similar ()ctllpoles have been used for half-integer extraction at the Tevatron.

• It is essential that the extraction inefficiency be kept small in order to avoid qllench-

ing the superconducting dipoles. The inefficiency is de.termined by the ratio of the

septum wire thickness to the step size at the electrostatic septllm. Tile septum wire

7
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thickness is typically 0.1 Tnnl, s_ tlla.t tl'_. step size. nl12st be at lcas_t ,5 lnn_ tc_ a, chieve

an inefficiency of 2c_ or less. in the li_llit of zero stable phase space area., the dynam-

ics of the particles is determined essentially by the mltgoing separatrices prodllced

by the combination of extraction qlladmlpoles and octupole s . One can compute the

necessary strengths of the extraction elements from the requirement that the stable

area vanish, and from the desired step size at the septllm.

- The extraction octupoles are deployed in gro_lps of 4. For a given octupole, we locate
i

another of opposite strength at a phrase advance of rra, around the ring. This serves to

enh race the 69 th harmonic of the octupoles, while cancelling the zerot! _ and the 138th

harmonics, The purpose of the two remaining octupoles in a group,_also placed rtr,

apart, with opposing signs, is to bring about a suitable phase for the fourier coefl3cient

of the octupole perturbation. A total of six groups are 11sed.

• The extraction quadrupoles are deployed in an identical manner a.t abollt the same

locations ns the octupoles. This cancels the zero th harmonic of the qlladmlpole per-

tllrbation, so that the stopband halfwid.th is determined purely by the quadrupole

69 th harmonic. Zero stable phase area is achieved by m_tking the stopband halfwidth

equal to or greater than the distance between the basal horizontal tune and the half

eB.integer closest to it (34..5for the HL )

• The disposition of the extraction elements is shown in Fig. 1. Going cmlnter-

clockwise from the septllm, we number sllccessive cells as 1, 2,..., for a total of

96 cells. The first group of extraction elements are shown at their approximate

locations in Cells 1, 38, 49, and 86 in Fig. 1. We en_lmerate all grollps below"

" 38 49 86Group I . . . Cells 1, , ,,

Grollp [I . Cells 3, dO, 51, 88

' _ 42, 53 90(]rollp III . Cells ;), ,

_" 92(Irollp IV . (Jells 1,,ld, 55,,

Grollp V . Cells 9, ,:16, 57, 9d

(Jrollp VI . . . . (Jells 11, ,18, ,59,, 96

" ig. 3 displa.ys o11r preliminary results from simlll;tting extra,:tion in HF[/ lattices

with both 5 cm 'a,nd 7 cm dipole apertures.. 'l.'he siml_lations were carried o_t with
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500 particles initially dlstribllted with gallssian spren,ds in :_, x I, ?j, ?/, and in energy.

The stable phase area is set to zero kom the beginning of a run (no ramping).

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the,,pha.se space distribution of particles after 50 turns a,t

the electrostatic septum and the Lambertson for HEB optics with 5 cm aperture

dip(ties, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)display our results for the 7 cm dipole aperture case. In

both cases, dipole errors have been included in the simulations (of. Table I).

Conclusions About Extraction

We preface this section with a number of remarks which will be of use in interpreting

the results presented below.

m The quality of extraction (;an be Characterized by three param(.ters: (i) the percentage

lo._s suffered at the septum; (ii)'the percentage loss suffered in transit between the

septum and the Lambertson after a particle has been kicked; and (iii) the amollnt of

separa_".m achieved between the circulating and extracted beams at the Lambertson.

The loss at the septllm is controlled by the wire thickness, and by the step size a,t

that location. The tra,nsit 10ss is determined by the qllality of the magnetic field as

one moves away from the design orbit, and by the magnet aperture. The separat, ion

achieved between the circ111ating and extracted beams at the Lambertson is not

determined simply by the kick delivered to a particle at the septllm loca.tion but,

rather, by the combination of the step size at the electrostatic septum, the kick

_tdministered at that point, and by the topology of the resonant phase space. This is

because the dynamics of a particle is dominated by non-linear effects in this regime.

,, In sim_llating extraction for the two HEB lattices ( ,5 cm and 7 cm dipole apertures),

we have not kept all par;rmeters identical. This is because the error fields in the two

cases _tre different (cf. Table I). Thus, we have a,ttempte.d, instead, to optimize the

extraction process for each lattice individllally. As an example ofsmlch a difference,

the septllm is located 16 mm from the desigp orbit for the 5 cm apertllre case, a,nd

at 1.6.5 mm for the 7 cm aperture case. Also, the angular kick ;tdministered at the

electrostatic septum is different in the two cases to a,cc()llnt for the dilh;rent wi,llles

of the betatron amplitudes. Both cases were sim111a,ted with 5 different seeds for the

random component of the dipole error coei{icients, as well a.s 5 dil:h'.rent seeds for tlm

9



[_] ,x_/+_ [_] ,×g, ×,_

Figure 3 - l':xtraction simulati(x_s for l,hc 5 cn__tml7 crn _lipole_pert_r_, h_l,t,h:_,'_.Phase
'_;pace:mapshol,s of tilt: particles after 50 turns are displayed at the sel:)tun_an_] Lamb¢'rt,stm,

,,
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initial phase space distribution of the particles.

,, For the 5 cm dipole aperture, the mean ineft_ciency (percen't, age loss al, the septl_m)

is 2.2 i 0.9%. No particles are lost in transit. 'Pile mean separation achieved at the

Lambertson is 9.4 i 1.7 mm.

,, For the 7 cm dipole aperture, tl_e mean inefficiency (percentage loss at; the septum)

is 1.8 + 0.6%. No particles are lost in transit. '['he mean separation achieved at the

Lambertson is 10.5 i 2.5 mm.

On the basis of these results, one might conclllde that there is only a nominal difference

between the two HEB lattices ns far as quality of the extraction process is concerned.

However, we call attention to the phase space profiles presented in Fig. 3. A notable

reattore of these profiles, seen in Figs. a(b) and 3(d), is that the tail of the circulating

beam is positioned only a little beyond 5 mm from the design orbit. This may prove to

be a problem in operational terms. Should it becc)me necessary to position the tail of

the circulating beam further out, to 15 mm or so, the two HEB lattices will behave very

differently. This is becmlse the 5 cm aperture lattice has stronger non-linearities, which

will adversely affect the path of a kicked particle as it negotiates the final half-turn to the

Lambertson. Preliminary simulations suggest that the transit loss suffered by the 5 cm

lattice is sllbstantially greater than that suffered by the 7 cm lattice, indicating the l_tter

as the design of choice.

Description of Long-term Tracking

Loag-term tracking studies were performed _m Cray computers at the National En-

e.rgy R.esearch Supercompllter Center (NEIi:SC) l_sing a, post '['eapot [6] tracking progranl,

Ztrack. [7] Ztrack is a, vectorized (:ode which wa.s developect mainly f()r fast multi-particle

tracking, lt reads in a machine file and a comman_t file. The n_chine file describes the

linear lattice along with its non-linear elements while l,tle command file sets _.p the pa.rticle

disi, ribui:ion_ and the way particles are handled ,)nce l.hey get lost. Usllally, hlln_lreds of

particles with well distribllted initial displacements are tta,eked simllltane_llsly, element l_y

element, for ten tho_lsand tllrns ()r more. A sllrviva.l plot (tllrn a,i, whicll a particle is lost

vs. initial displacement) is then obtained for ctete.rnlining ctynamic ;_peri, l_re.
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To illustrate the principle features of these simulations a brief description of the nu-

meric.al scheme is presented.

"lnbI The machine files arc; prepared by _.apot. A standard inpllt (Appendix A) that

describes the ttEB linear lattice is prepared. Teapot reads in the input and converts

all thick elements to thin ones. All the correctors are included in the linear lattice.

i Once the linear lattice is defined, random and systematic multipole errors are added

to the dipoles. Two sets of random and systematic errors, representing the 5 cm and

7 cm magnet aperture dipoles_ are studied. _'_'±nc.se errors _re dh.tailed in Appendix

B. There are no corrections other than the use of chromaticity sextupoles, and trim

quadrupoles to modify the working tunes. (Note that the normal and skew b_ and a_

are set to zero _

After the random and systematic multl_ole errors are added to the lattice and the

chromaticities and the tunes are adjusted to the desired values, errors dim to mis-

alignments are added. The inputs are shown in Appendix C. q2hese errors include: (1)

random steering errors (rra, and cr_.,), (2)dipole rot,_tions (rr0), and dipole displace-

ments (rr_ and try), (3)q_mtr_pole disI, lac.ements , a.r,d (4)beam r_,,sition monitor

(bpm) displacements. :\fte.r the addition of misalignment errors, the orbit is dis-

torted and correct, cd to an rrns orbit deviation of 1 mm in both the horizontal an(t

vertical planes (with respect to the rc.fer..ncc•e -_orbit).

i Once the ()rbit is correcte(t to a. desired value of rms orbit devia, tion, _r m;_chine, file

is written and transferred to a Cray at NERSC where 'r_:apot reads in the machine

file and readjusts the chromaticities and the working tunes. A machine, til(: s_litable.

for Ztrack is then wri'i.ten.

,, Zt,rack re.ads tracking instr_lctions from a command file. :\ simple, exami)le of this

file. is given in Appendix I). l?;_Lsedon the comnland tile., Ztra.ck a.(lc]s in ali rf caviI,y if
[a]

synchrotron _)scillati(ms are. reqllired. A Topdrawer file is writ, tell for rh(; sllrviva.l

plot a,l, the end of I,h(.; tracking procc.ss. In a_tdition, a restart file is written every

Chi,Save' t_rns t,() pr()vide a measure, of pr()tc.c.tion from a, c()tnml_nicati(ms ()r c(_tnp_:tc'.r

}liatlls. This also e.nables 1is t,() retrieve information i)eriodically from particl_larly

l(mg r_ns, or _,_ ¢_.xten(t a given r_n.
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Long-term tracking results

Long-term tracking was performed for two working tunes (u_, uy) = (34.,12,33.38) and

(3,4.425, 33.415), each with 5 random seeds for both the 5 cm and the 7 cm coil-diameter

dipole cases. Chromaticities were fitted to either 0 or 5 units. All particles were initiated

with the same energy, 200 GeV (ttEB injection lattice), and with a 3ct ..... _,ynchrotron

oscillation amplitude, but with ditferent transverse (m/v/-__-_ = y/v/_y) amplitudes.

Long-term tracking for the first set of working tunes (34.42, 33.38) was performed first:

Surviwfl plots are shown in Figs. 4 - 7.

Survival Plot ' t-IEB 5cm Survival Plot ' HEB 7cm

lo 3 -. • lo 3 - -...........i

_. , . .I1 ._ 3

"" 10 ' tO 2

1 Syncl'u'o .T. _ --_ 1 ==..S..yncbro = .T.

lO0 L_Li i L _1_2__iL i_k L i00 _i'LA ] Li I .1Li_L_IJ_.L_J_
0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 20

X Initial amplitude (mm) X Initial amplitude (mm)

Figure ,t -- 10,O00-t, urn surviwfl plot:; P_r the first set ,)f working tunes (34.,t2, 33.38), Ali live
seeds have zero chromat_icity.

t;'igllre 4 shows the 10,0(}0-t_lrn rcs_lts for zero chr_mal, icities. Ali 5 see_ls are plotted

in the same frame with different syv_fl_()ls. These. santa res_lt, s are a,ls(_ shmvn in Figure, 5

with the ,5cm coil-diameter dil)ole case and the 7 cm coil-di;_meter dipole case iJott,::d in

the same fra_ne t_t, with 5 f'ran_es for 5 ditt'e, rent seeds. Scent :# 1 was c:l_sev_ [(_r ;1.half.-,n_illi_m
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Survival Plot ' HEB 5cm Survival Plot ' HEB 7cm
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Figure 6 -- 500,000-turn survival plots for zero chromaticity and the first set of working tunes.
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Figure 7 - 10,000-turn survival plots for the fir._t set of tunes for 0 and 5 uniLs of chromaticity,
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turn tracking stllcty (the ttEB fill time). The results are shown irl Fig. 6(a) for tile" 5 crn

coil-diameter dip<tie case: and in ft(b) for the 7 cm coil-diameter rtipole case. The reslllts

of fitting the chromaticities to 5 units for Seed /#1 are shown in [;'ig. 7(a) for the 5 cm

coil-diameter dipole case and Fig. 7(b) for the 7 crn coil-ctiamete.r dip_le case. Two sets

of data, one for 5 _lnits of chromaticity and the other for zero chromaticity are plotted in

each frame with different symbols. The dynamic apertures are significantly smaller for the

5 unit chromaticity cases. Such nn effect was diagnosect as an inappropriate c:hoice of the

working tllnes.

Sllrvival plots for the: tunes (34.425, 33.415) are shown in Figs. 8 - 11.
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Figs. 8 8z 9 show the 10,000-turn results for the 0 and 5 unit chromaticity cases re-

spectively. Each figure h_s two frames, on('. for the 5 cm coil-diameter dipole case and the

other for the 7 cm coil-diameter dipole case. In ca,sh frame, the data frorn each of the 5

seeds are plotted with different symbols.

The 5 unit chromaticity effect is negligible and the dynamic apertures are as large

as the previous cases wit, h working tunes set at (34.42, 33.38). 500,000 tllrn tracking

studies were also performed for t,his set of t;unes. The resldi.s are shown in Figs. 10 &: 11

fT% 1

for the 0 and ,5 unit chromaticity cases respectively, tim dynamic apertllres a,re slightly

reduced compared to the 10,000-turn dynamic apertures. Based on the above results, the

7 cm coil-diameter dipole has an adequate dynamic aperture for the IIEB, while the 5 cm

coil-diameter dipole has only a marginally adeqllate dynamic aperture.
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Figure 9 -- 10,000-turn survival plots for the tunes (34.425, 33.415) with 5 unit,{ chron__ticity.
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Survival Plot : HEB, 200 Gev
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Figure l{}- 500,O00-turn survival plots for the tune i34.425, 33.415) wit}: zero chromaticity.
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Conclusions

The choice of the HEB dipole magnet aperture depends on the dynamic aperture at

injection and on efficient, slow extraction at 2 TeV. The present HEB progra_n specifies

a dipole with a coil-winding diameter of 5 cm. We have made ;_ systematic study of the

adequacy of this choice and have found it to be marginal. The 7 cm design, on the other

hand, was shown to be acceptable. We have not studied intermediate aperture choices.

In the above studies we have assumed that the dipole magnet errors (random, system-

atic, and persistent-current contributions) can be estimated by scaling from the expected

4 cm dipole design.

From the slow-extraction studies, we carl see that the resonant extraction efficiency

is somewhat worse for the smaller dipole aperture case, although both the 5 cm and the

7 cm dipoles possess acceptable apertllres for the extraction process. Should we need to

move the inner edge of the Lambertson channel out beyond ai)proximately 5 mm, however,

indications are that, the5 cm aperture extraction efficiency would be 11nacceptable, while

the 7 cm case would remain adeqllate.

In the dynamic aperture stllcties, we suggest the reqllirement: that the dynamic aperture

be. larger that ten times the nominal rms betatron bea:m size (x, = y,, = 7 mm), when

the particle is execllting a three-sigm_ synchrotron oscillation. The. I-tEB was simul_ted

with a 1 mm rms closed orbit error, but we haw _.assllmed a perfect correction of linear

et[ects. Unde.r these assumptions, we conclude that the5cmdesign perseisnot adeqlla.te.

To conclude otherwise would require, for example, a better working point, a simple and

ett'ective correction scheme, or a good reason to reduce the aperture goal mentioned above.

SIlbseqllent studies should concentrate, on these a_reas. In the event that these concerns

a.re n(_t a,deqllate.ly resolw_.d it ma,y be nec¢-:ssary to increa, s_'. the dipole a.pertl_re from the

envisioned 5 cm.
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Appendix A: Linear Lattice Data

TITLE

BPM: MONITOR, L = 0.0

QF: QUADRUPOLE, L = 0.87500000000000, El = 0.02110750000000,

TYPE = IR

01: DRIFT, L =.II.85865223800000

B: SBEND, L = 7.50000000000000, ANGLE = 0.00727220521516

O: DRIFT, L = 0.65000000000000

001: DRIFT, L = 9.61634776200000

QD: QUADRUPOLE, L = 0.87500000000000, K1 = -0.02110750000000,

TYPE = IK

02: DRIFT, L = 13.33447224700000

002: DRIFT, L = 8. 14052775300000

03: DRIFT, L = II.77706076700000

. 003: DRIFT, L = 9.69793923300000

04: DRIFT, L = 12. 58576729000000

004: DRIFT, L = 8.88923271000000

Qf: QUADRUPOLE, L = 0.50000000000000, KI = 0.01068115559620,

TYPE = IK

DI: DRIFT, L = 80. 07859999999999

Q2" QUADRUPOLE, L = 1.09375000000000, KI = -0.00921884293332,

TYPE = IK

D2: DRIFT, L = 5.00000000000000

Q3: QUADRUPOLE, L = 1.52400000000000, KI = 0.00139832196268,

TYPE = IK

D3: DRIFT, L = 36. 57880000000000

Q4: QUADRUPOLE, L = 1.09375000000000, KI = -0.00870621281946,

TYPE = IR

D4: DRIFT, L = 5.25390000000000
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q5" QUADRUPOLE, L = 1.09375000000000, K1 = 0.01126189855656,

TYPE = lh

DSA: DRIFT, L = 17. 62660000000000

DSB: DRIFT, L = 39. 72660000000000

SF" SEXTUPOLE, L = I.OD-4, K2 = 183. 5964400000

QFC: QUADRUPOLE, L = 0.50000000000000, Ki = -0.00039833900300, _

TYPE = IK

00: DRIFT, L = 4. 02500000000000

SD: SEXTUPOLE, L = I.OD-4, K2 = -370. 0876000000

L]DC: QUADRUPOLE, L = 0.50000000000000, KI = -0.00026248303400,

TYPE = IK

qSl: QUADRUPOLE, L = 2.20000000000000, KI = 0.01442835146870,

TYPE = lh "

DSI: DRIFT, L = 41.45370000000000

QS2: QUADRUPOLE, L = 2. 60000000000000, KI = -0.01873443543137, &

TYPE = IU

DS2: DRIFT, L = 0.50000000000000

QS3: QUADRUPOLE, L = 1.90000000000000, KI = 0.02627827794235, &

TYPE = IU

DS3A" DRIFT, L = 8.36880000000000

DS3B: DRIFT, L = 36. 29000000000000

HCOKR: HKICK, L=O.O, KICK = 0.0

VCORR: VKICK, L=O.O, KICK = 0.0

B2: LINE = ( B, O, B )

DS" LINE = ( QF, BPM, 01, HCORK, B2, DOl, 2*QD, BPM, 02, &

VCORK, B2, 002, 2*QF, BPM, 03, HCORR, B2, 003, 2*QD, BPM, 04, &

VCQRK, S2, 004, QF )

L" LINE = ( Qf, BPM, Di, HCORK, 2_Q2, BPM, D2, VCORR, a

2,Q3, BPM, D3, HCORR, 2.Q4, BPM, D4, VCORR, 2_Q5, DSA, DSB )

LDOT: LINE = ( -L )
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LS: LINE = ( L, LDOT )

HC: LINE = ( 00, 4*( B, 0 ) )

C: LINE = ( QF, BPM, HCDRK, SF, QFC, HC, 2.QD, BPM, VCOKK,

SD, QDC, HC, QF )

S: LINE = ( QSI, EPM, DSI,, HCOKK, 2_QS2, BPM, DS2, VCOKK,

2.QS3, DS3A, DS3B )

SDOT: LINE = ( -S )

SS: LINE = ( S, SDOT )

KING: LINE = ( DS, LS, DS, 12.C, DS, SS, DS, 24.C, DS, SS, DS,

12.C, DS, LS, DS, 12_C, DS, SS, DS, 24_C, DS, SS, DS, 12,_C )

HEB: LINE = ( KING )

!EOF

USE, HEB

TWISS

MAKETHIN _°
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Appendix B: Random and Systematic Errors

! Put in dipole errors for the 5 cm coil dipoles->

! Random Errors

ERRORS, B, a

sigal = O.00E+00, slgbl = 0.00E+00, &

siga2 = 0.41E+00, slgb2 = 0.34E+00, &

siga3 = 0.41E+02, slgb3 = 0.18E+02,

siga4 = O.10E+04, slgb4 = 0.35E+04, a

siga5 = 0.86E+05, slgb5 = 0.43E+05,

siga6 = 9.37E+07, slgb6 = 0.73E+07, &

siga7 = 0.63E+09, s_gb7 = 0.63E+09, &

siga8 = 0.27E+II, slgb8 = 0.27E+II, &

seed = XXX, cut = 6

! Systematic Errors

ERRORS, B, a

slgal = O.00E+O0, s!gbl = 000E+O0, &

slga2 = 0.60E-01, slgb2 = -0 19E+01, &

slga3 = O.IIE+02, slgb3 = 0 54E+01, &

slga4 = 0.90E+03, slgb4 = 0 lIE+04, a

slga5 = O.00E+00, slgb5 = 0 16E+05, a

slga6 = O.OOE+O0, slgb6 = -0 26E+07, &

slga7 = O.00E+00, slgb7 = 0.29E+09, &

slga8 = O.00E+00, slgb8 = 0.90E+I0, &

SYSTEMATIC = 1.0
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! P_t in dipole errors for the 7 cm coil dipoles->

' Random Errors

ERRORS, B,

smgal = O.OOE+OO, sigbl = O.OOE+O0, &

smga2 = 0.22E+00, sigb2 = O.18E+O0,

smga3 = 0.17E+02, sigb3 = 0.70E+OI,

s_ga4 = 0.32E+03, sigb4 = O.ilE+04,

slga5 = 0.22E+05, sigb5 = O.IIE+05,

slga6 = 0.72E+06, sigb6 = 0.14E+07, a

smga7 = 0.96E+08, sigb7 = 0.96E+08, &

siga8 = 0.32E+I0, sigb8 = 0.32E+I0,

seed = XXX, cut = 6

' Systematic Errors

ERRORS, B, &

sigal = O.OOE+O0, slgbl = O.OOE+O0,

siga2 = 0.30E-OI, slgb2 = "0.89E+00,

siga3 = 0.40E+OI, slgb3 = 0.20E+OI,

siga4 = 0.30E+03, slgb4 = 0.46E+03,

siga5 = O.OOE+O0, slgb5 = 0.35E+04,

siga6 = O.OOE+O0, s!gb6 = -0.45E+06,

siga7 = O.OOE+O0, sigb7 = 0.39E+08, &

siga8 = O.OOE+O0, slgb8 = 0.94E+09,

SYSTEMATIC = 1.0
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Appendix C: Misalignment Errors

errors, b,

sigaO = 5.9e-4, sigbO = 8.5e-4, &

sigtheta = 0.60e-3, sigx = l.Oe-3, sigy = i.Oe-3, &

seed = XXX, cut = 5

errors, qf, qd, ql, q2, q3, q4, q5, qfc, qdc, qsl, qs2, qs3, &

sigx = l.Oe-3, sigy = l.Oe-3, &

seed = XXX, cut = 5

bpmerrors, bpm,

sigxwrtq = O.le-3, sigywrtq = O.le-3, &

seed = XXX, cut = 5
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Appendix D: Namelist command file for the program "Ztrack"

nturns=lO000, npart=192, ntsave=200, isyncro=l

xOmax=O.0120, xOmin=O.O06, d1=2.142, dp=O.O

asgnicor=.t., raystore=.f., restart=.f.

nbfrf=2369, vrf=0.0004, phirf=O.O, freq=5.99578e+07

$
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